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Correspondence Results Report  
Tara A. Fantauzzi, Professional Genealogist 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 

Summary of Correspondence Results:  
 
Four hours of correspondence time was applied analyzing the Gothic script in the 
following images: 
 
Image 503 Maiden name of the mother to Peter Endrizzi named Katharina  

 
Image 525 Identities of the parents to Helena; Refine the spelling of the surname 

for Helena possibly Wanger or Wenger 
 

Image 148 Identity of the mother to Alois Gaiß 
 

Image 333 Identity of the spouse to Mathaus Gaiß born in 1705 and died in 1815, 
identities of the parents to Mathaus Gaiß and refine the spelling of the 
identities to the parents of the bride and groom  
 

 
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
Breakdown of Results after Analysis: 
 
Image 503 Maiden name of the mother to Peter Endrizzi named Katharina  

 
NOTE: Surnames written in Gothic have wide variety of spellings and 
phonetic variations.  
 

• LETTER 1: Possibly the letter ‘G’.  
o Along with ‘G’ the upper-case letter ‘H’ … has more 

variations among Gothic writers than any other letter of 
the alphabet. ‘H’ can look like ‘B’, ‘G’, ‘K’, and ‘R’. The 
standard ‘H’ begins with a reverse loop above the midline, 
then drops below the baseline for a forward loop that leads 
back up to the baseline. [Minert, Page 24]   

• LETTER 2: Most likely the letter ‘r’ or possibly the letter ‘e’   
o … formed with an up/down stroke to the midline, then a 

low curved stroke up/down forward, then an up-stroke to 
the midline, followed by an exit stroke to the right… sloppy 
versions of this letter … like an ‘e’ or an ‘n’. [Minert, page 
17] 

o If the initial letter to this surname was ‘H’ the letters ‘r’ or 
‘e’ would make the most sense. It is important to note that 
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the ‘r’ in Endrizzi’ was written similarly to how this letter 
looks in the given name of ‘Katharina’ 

• LETTER 3: Most likely the letter ‘e’  
o The letter ‘e’ looks very similar to the Latin alphabet symbol 

for the lowercase letter ‘n’ 
o Two down-strokes from the mid-line are the basis of this 

letter, but there are three significant variants: (1) use of 
two parallel up/down-strokes (like a thin-n), (2) connecting 
line running from the low left to the upper wright stroke, 
and (3) some writers joined the parallel strokes while 
others joined the tops of those parallel lines with a line 
curved downward [Minert, 15].  

• LETTER 4: Most likely the letter ‘a’  
o This letter is a circle left open a the top and is concluded 

by a sideward and downward stroke at the right to 
distinguish it from the letter ‘o’  

o It is important to note the two letters ‘a’ in the given name 
of our subject ‘Katharina’ look very different from each 
other without the characteristic open ‘a’. This emphasizes 
how different Gothic script may vary from writer to writer.  

• LETTER 5: Most likely the letter ‘f’  
o The cross-stroke through the stem is crucial, in that it 

differentiates the ‘f’ from the ‘s’. This character usually has 
a loop above the baseline [Minert, Page 15]  

o The loop above the baseline of this character is like an ‘f’, 
but this scribe did not double the loop below the baseline 

o The scribe here did not create a distinct crossline although 
a faint crossline can be made out close to where the end 
stroke of this letter joins the following character, which is 
an ‘a’ [Minert, Page 30]   

• LETTER 6: Most likely the letter ‘a’ 
• LETTER 7: Unable to transcribe due to white splotch that 

occludes the upper part of this letter, looks like an ‘r’  
 

Image 525 Identities of the parents to Helena; Refine the spelling of the 
surname for Helena possibly Wanger or Wenger 
 

• Surname may have been ‘Wenger’ and other forms of this 
surname were spelled ‘Wengen’, ‘Wenglin’, ‘Wenglein’ and 
‘Wengert’. The website SurnameDB was consulted and referred to 
a description of this surname from a piece that was copyrighted 
‘Name Origin Research’ 1980-2017. Wenger was described to 
have been a locational or topographical surname derived from 
the pre-7th century Old Norse word ‘weng’ meaning a sloping 
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meadow. If this was a locational surname it may have been given 
to this family to signify that came ‘from’ another town 

 
• Mother to Helena had the given name ‘Franziska’; the first letter 

of her surname looks like the letter ‘B’ in the Latin alphabet and 
the writer may have intentionally executed the letter like that 
because it does not look similar to any other Gothic uppercase 
letter and is different from how a traditional Gothic uppercase ‘B’ 
looked like. The surname to Franziska looks similar to ‘Bermau’ or 
possibly ‘Berman’. 
 

• Father to Helena: His given name looks to begin with an 
uppercase ‘H’, but the bottom loop to that Gothic letter comes 
upward and crosses into the loop above the midline, the 
uppercase ‘H’ has many different variations that look like a B’, ‘G’, 
‘K’, and ‘R’. The second letter looks like it may have been a Gothic 
‘e’ or ‘r’ with the letter ‘e’ being a better possibility because the 
third letter looks like a traditional Gothic ‘b’ followed by a 
traditional Gothic letter ‘a’. After the letter ‘a’ it is hard to decide 
as to what the next letter was because after the ‘a’ there is a loop 
below the midline that has a finishing stroke that leads up to the 
far right connecting to what looks like a variant of the Gothic letter 
‘d’. Following that there is a clear Gothic ‘i', but the following letter 
is hard to distinguish because the ink blotted in that area making 
it hard to clearly see what letter it was. It may have started as 
‘Geb’, but it does not seem to be ‘Gebhart’ because there is no 
clear ‘H’ and there is also an ‘i' in the word. Other possibilities may 
include variations of the given names Gabriel or Garibald.  

 
Image 148 Identity of the mother to Alois Gaiß 

 
• Given name may have been Susanna, but the letter ‘u’ in the given 

name is not consistent with the Gothic script as seen in the 
document in how the surname Malthus was recorded 

o Possible ‘e’: The second letter in the given name for our 
subject looks like a traditional Gothic ‘e’, two down strokes 
from the mid-line as the basis of the letter, but with a 
stylistic variation where the write used two parallel 
up/down strokes like how a thin ‘n’ would be recorded 
using the Latin alphabet. [Minert, 15]. The name ‘Seanna’ is 
not a common Germanic given name for a female, but the 
name ‘Susanna’ and variations of that name is a common 
Germanic given name for girls. It may be possible the 
writer of this document recorded the second letter 
inaccurately to explain why a traditional Gothic ‘u’ was not 
used in the spelling of the given name to our subject  
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o Possible ‘n’: In Gothic German the letter ‘n’ is recorded 
similarly to how it is written according to the Latin 
Alphabet [Minert, 14]. 

o It is important to note a lowercase ‘u’ is identical to the ‘n’ 
but must have a ‘u-loop’ above it [Minert, 18] as evidenced 
in the document where the given name ‘Mathaus’ was 
recorded. In the name ‘Mathaus’ the Gothic ‘u’ was 
reported  

• Surname may have been: Sibmän[i]n or Sibmännn 
o Overall the style of this writer was mixed with a leaning 

toward Gothic letters, but an overall style that looked more 
like the Latin alphabet compared to other script from the 
time when this document was created.  

o At first glance it looks like the a double ‘n’ was recorded at 
the end of this surname but looking more closely there 
seems to be a dotted ‘i' between what looks like a double 
‘n’.   

 
Alois Gaiss 
Family 
Register & 
Mathaus 
Gaiss 
Family 
Table 
[Image 
333] 

(1A) Identity of the spouse to Mathaus Gaiß born in 1705 and died 
in 1815, (2A) identities of the parents to Mathaus Gaiß and refine 
the spelling of the identities to the parents of the (1B) bride 
 
Mathaus Gaiss Family Table  

• (1A) The name of the spouse to Mathaus (born in 1705 and died 
in 1815) begins with the letter ‘S’ and ends with the Gothic letters 
‘ia’. The letter ‘s’ is a common letter to begin Germanic given name 
for girls and many Germanic given names that start with ‘S’ end 
with the letters ‘ia’. A challenging aspect to interpreting this given 
name is the fact that the middle letters have no distinct marks 
above or below the midline with what looks to be a Gothic ‘r’ in 
the middle of the name. It is not conclusive what the given name 
may have been for this woman due to the style of the script by 
the author of the document.  

• (1B) The father to the bride of Mathaus was ‘Anton’ Sibman and 
his wife was likely named Franziska but was abbreviated as ‘Franz’ 
with the maiden name ‘Gratwolin’.  

• (2A) given name of the father does not look common, and appears 
to end like ‘wald’, but after comparing the script to many different 
historic Germanic given names a conclusive match was not able 
to be found;  given name of mother to Mathus looks like the given 
name ‘Chrys’ but without the ‘s’ and with an ‘ina’ at the end, it may 
be possible her given name was a form of ‘Christina’.  
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Alois Gaiss Family Register 
 

• Given name of spouse to Mathaus looks like Katharina, but the 
initial letter of her given name looks slightly different than a 
traditional Gothic ‘K’ but shares some similar characteristics like 
the small tail at the top of the letter. An uppercase ‘K’ is like an 
uppercase ‘R’, but the ‘K’ has a small curve toward the right from 
the top of the main stem [Minert, 24]. An initial uppercase ‘R’ is 
not as common as an upper case ‘K’. In this document the letter 
does not come together like a traditional gothic ‘K’ almost like it 
was written stilted to the right without the upper curve 
intersecting with the other part of the letter giving it a unique 
shape. No other traditional Gothic uppercase letters share the 
same characteristics that this initial uppercase letter has.  

 
• The maiden name of the spouse to Mathaus is written in the style 

of a traditional Gothic uppercase ‘F’ and in Gothic the uppercase 
‘F’ is done in the style of a Latin uppercase ‘F’. The second letter 
looks most like a traditional Gothic ‘r’ followed by a traditional 
Gothic ‘a’, followed by a traditional Gothic ‘n’ and lastly a 
traditional Gothic ‘k’. It seems possible her surname may have 
been spelled ‘Drank’.  

 

• The parents to bride were most likely Johann [Frank] and Maria 
Anna ‘Piggus’.  
 

o The maiden name of Maria Anna appears to begin with an 
uppercase ‘P’ which is known to have many variants, but 
common elements include the large forward loop above 
the midline and a stroke that distinctly crosses the stem 
below the mid-line. The upper loops on this letter in the 
document are slender most likely because the writer had 
limited space to record the surname.  

o The second letter is a traditional Gothic ‘i’ because that 
letter was recorded in the style of a Latin letter ‘i' 

o The next two letters look like a doubled set of the 
lowercase Gothic letter ‘g’ as it was common for the letter 
‘g’ to appear doubled in Germanic names and terms 
[Minert, 16].  

o The letter after the double ‘g’ looks most like a traditional 
Gothic ‘u’, but with the u-loop almost fully connected like 
an ‘o’, which may have been unintentional by the writer of 
this document [Minert, 18] because many times writers 
would add the u-loop after the word was written and if the 
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u-loop was added quickly the author may have 
unintentionally closed it.  

o The last letter of this surname was the letter ‘s’ in Gothic 
that was recorded as a ‘s’ variant at the end of words or in 
the ‘final position’. This symbol is described has having a 
forward loop below the midline with a finishing well above 
the midline, usually with a final small downward bend 
[Minert, 17]. 

o The maiden name of Maria Anna may have been ‘Piggus’ 
 

 
 


